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Public social media accounts

are a prime target for those

looking to traffic and exploit

others. With social media

popularity a goal for many,

young people often choose to

make their accounts public.

These children are at increased

risk of being contacted by

traffickers online. Studies

show that more than 60% of

children have an additional

social media account to post

more “raw” “unfiltered”

content, often hidden from 

parents and guardians. This

additional account can create

additional vulnerabilities as

parents are often not aware of

what their children are posting

and children are often more

personal with their posts.

Children as young as 12 have

been trafficked in Canada.

With increased social media

usage there is more

opportunity for these children

to be contacted by predators.

This is happening in our own

backyards, and people are 

THE 'WHO'
OF ONLINE SAFETY

making contact from across the

globe. Social media is a bridge

between countries across the

world, making connecting with

others easier than ever,

traffickers can begin the

recruitment process from

anywhere in the world.



What is Instagram?

Instagram is a free photo & video sharing

app. Users upload photos or videos and

share them with their followers or with a

select group. Users view, comment, and

like posts shared by their friends. Anyone

13+ can create an account.

How do strangers connect?

If the account is public, any other user

can comment on content and message

them. Even if a user’s account is private,

any other user can still send them a

private message to contact them. Some

users create fake accounts. Offenders

may send explicit photos, make sexual

comments and/or threats to children they

are luring.

WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT...
INSTAGRAM

Create your own Instagram account and follow your kid;
Ask for your kid’s Instagram username and password;
Do spot checks with your child;
Sit down together and go through their feed;
Install a third-party monitoring app like Bark.

Privacy Setting Guidelines
Use caution when sharing content;
Block or report unknown accounts;
Limit the metadata in your photos;
Some images uploaded to Instagram are stamped with geographic location of where the photo was taken, this
provides people with more detail about a photo than the user intended.

Content Exposure
The type of content your kid(s) are exposed to depends on whom they follow. Kids rarely limit their feeds to
people they know, so it’s likely they’ll see mature content.

Engage with your kids



Privacy settings can be set to allow “everyone”, “just friends”, or “custom” people to receive

photos, messages, and view stories.

To ensure safety for those using snapchat, “just friends” or “custom” is the recommended privacy

setting. This does not allow strangers to send you pictures without your consent.

Snapmaps is a feature that allows friends to see your location. For safety, it is recommended that

people do not allow their location to be shared by Snapmaps. 

The “Quick Add” feature lets you add friends quickly and indicates users that are nearby. This

feature can be turned off.

Meet-up with a person they meet online;

Share personal information over Snapchat;

Accept people as friends that they do not know.

What is Snapchat?

Snapchat is a photo-messaging site that allows users to send pictures back and forth. Photos expire

after appearing for a few seconds at a time.

How do strangers connect?

If the user has a private account, they must accept the request to be friends before pictures can be

exchanged. If the user has a public account, anyone can send them pictures. There is an “add users

close to me” feature, which uses physical location to indicate potential friends to add.

Privacy Setting Guidelines

1.

2.

3.

4.

Engage with your kids

Remind your kids that it’s not safe to:

Have open communication with your kids about the kinds of photos they are sending on Snapchat. The

expiry of photos can lead users to send content, such as sexually explicit images, that they would not

send on other apps.

SNAPCHAT



TIKTOK
TikTok is a popular free social media app that lets you watch, create, and share videos - often to a

soundtrack of the top hits in music, right from your phone. TikTok requires that users be at least 13

years old to use the app, but many tweens are bypassing this safety feature by inputting a false

birthdate. 

When TikTok accounts are made they are automatically set to public accounts which allow for

commenting, private messaging and viewing of videos from those looking to exploit young people. As a

parent or guardian, you can protect your child by switching to a private account, use the “Digital

Wellbeing Mode”, or ensure you watch TikTok videos with your child. Staying up to date on trends of

songs, videos, memes and challenges can equip you with more understanding on what your child is

watching.



What is YouTube?

YouTube is a free video sharing website. Users upload videos with the option to share them publicly,

privately, or in an unlisted format (where only the people with the link to the video can watch it). Users

can view, comment, or like/dislike the videos that are shared.

How do strangers connect?

If the video account is public, any other user can comment on content and send a message. Offenders may

send links to explicit videos, make sexual comments, and/or threats to children.

Content Exposure

Exposure to sexual content on this platform is an issue. Not all videos are age-restricted; meaning

children could potentially access social media content.

YOUTUBE

Use caution when sharing content;

Block or report unknown accounts:

If your child is being harrassed by

someone on youtube, direct them to

block the user. This will help prevent

further communication from the

unwanted user. If you or your child

wish to report harassment in videos,

channels, profiles, or comments, you

may do so via the YouTube

reporting tool.

Monitor what your child is posting on

their channel;

Check out their favourites and which

YouTube channels they are subscribed

to. Favourites and subscriptions can

give you clues about what they are

watching.

Privacy Setting Guidelines

Engage with your kids



“Zoom-Bombing”
Refers to a form of cyber harassment reported by some app users, who have reported that

some of their calls have been taken over by unidentified individuals who spew hateful language

or share graphic images.

Screen-sharing
This feature of zoom gives any individual sharing their screen the power to control what all

other participants see on their screen. There have been issues reported with graphic images or

videos, including sexual media content, being screen-shared for all participants to see.

You should always be careful when clicking on any meeting invite links; 

Ensure you or your child is attending the correct and intended meeting;

Control your own privacy settings and do not share personal information through the app;

The safest way to protect kids’ data from being tracked and collected is for kids to use one

account, such as their school email, just for Zoom;

One of the important steps you can take is to make sure you keep any installed version of the

Zoom mobile or desktop app up to date;

Basic security best practices including not sharing data such as ID or passwords, or pictures of

your Zoom meetings publicly.Be around when your child is on Zoom;

Talk to your child after a big zoom call to debrief their experience, and ensure there were no

incidents of concern.

What is Zoom?

Zoom is a video-chatting tool where kids can attend online classes, visit virtually with friends and

relatives, and even join remote events like birthday parties.

Safety Risks

Tips for Safe Use

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

ZOOM



PORN & SEX TRAFFICKING
1 in 4 internet searches are for pornography;

The average age of exposure to porn is 11 years

old;

49% of women trafficked for sex are forced into

pornography;

36% of the internet is pornography;

90% of boys and 60% of girls are exposed to

porn before the age of 18.

Addiction

Poor concentration

Low motivation

Depression

Social anxiety

Decreased interest in sex with a partner

Negative self-perception

Erectile dysfunction

More forgiving attitudes toward violence

against women

Increased comfort with the idea of rape

Health Implications of Viewing Porn

Exposure to pornography is associated with many

undesirable outcomes including:

If you or your loved one are struggling with a porn

addiction, you're not alone! Check out these great

resources:

fightthenewdrug.org

Fortify

evangelicalfellowship.ca/pornography

The Conquer Series



Stephen Sauer, director of the

centre's tipline cybertip.ca, said

the predators educate each other

on how to circumvent safety

features of various apps and

websites that youth use. 

Sauer said between April 3 and 17,

reports to cybertip.ca were up 40

per cent compared to previous

two-week periods, and are just a

snapshot of the exploitation.

"We know that often youth who

have had a situation like this occur

 will not report," he said. "They try

to deal with the whole situation on

their own."

That's why a key tip for parents

from Sauer and Guerin is to

encourage children to speak up if

something uncomfortable happens

to them online and build trust so

they know they can go to their

parents and not be judged or get in

trouble.

WHEN



Freedom / Independence

Youth may not want restrictions placed on their relationships they have developed;

They may not want to seek assistance, believing they can handle the situation themselves.

Youth may not want to lose the friendships they have developed or to get the person they are

communicating with into trouble.

They may not want any information or images to be shared or made public by the individual exploiting them;

They may not want their parents knowing what content/images they have sent online;

There may be fear of getting in trouble or being judged.

“Sexting” or sending media sexual in nature is becoming increasingly popular and normalized. Youth may not

realize the seriousness of the situation or recognize if they are being exploited online;

They may not realize that the sharing of images sexual in nature of individuals under 18 is illegal.

Friendships

Embarrassment

Not understanding the magnitude of the situation

If you have sent a photo online, you can report to cybertip.ca, you can talk to someone on the phone or you can

go to needhelpnow.ca for information and for help with gaining back control of an image or video.

WHY
WHY MAY YOUTH NOT TALK TO A PARENT/GUARDIAN
ABOUT THEIR ONLINE ENCOUNTERS INVOLVING SEXUAL
MEDIA CONTENT?



When online, there is an increased

ability to have more control over the

way individuals perceive you, and you

can fabricate the presentation of

yourself;

Online messaging provides an instant

response;

Online anonymity “can sometimes

encourage self-disclosure of intimate

information because there is a lack of

wider consequences.” (Moulton, S..

2018)

“It’s easier to keep your guard up

when you’re texting, so less is at

stake.” The distance between people

communicating gives time to

contemplate responses unlike face-

to-face interactions. (Ehmke, R., n.d);

Online interactions are methods of

indirect communication. You are not

physically seeing or observing the

other person’s response, so the

consequences seem less severe;

There is increased freedom,

behaviour is less inhibited online,

with often little to no supervision of

online activity;

A child’s behaviour is less inhibited

online and experience increased

freedom as there is often little to no

supervision of their online activity;

Online communication is often less

intimidating than communicating in-

person.This increased

courage/confidence can lead teens to

act differently online than in-person.

WHY DO YOUTH
FIND NO HARM IN
COMMUNICATING
ONLINE?



The potential of new relationships can be exciting;

They may receive more attention online than in other areas of their life, making them feel special.

The perpetrator may disguise themselves as someone they are not;

Often the perpetrator will have many different social media accounts, which can lead to a more trusted

interaction as the individual appears very real;

These false identities are targeted to the individual’s vulnerabilities (desire for a modelling career, a romantic

relationship, a friend who understands them).

The child may be showered with gifts or money as an attempt to gain their trust and affection.

When sensitive content has been shared online, it can make an individual vulnerable to exploitation;

Children can be pressured into sending images sensitive in nature, which can lead to further exploitation;

The first threat is, ‘If you don’t do it, I’m going to post on social media, and by the way, I’ve got a list of your

family members and I’m going to send it all to them,’” said Matt Wright, a special agent with the Department of

Homeland Security. “If they don’t send another picture, they’ll say: ‘Here’s your address — I know where you

live.”

1- Escaping reality of real life to the perception of an online world

2- Believing the perpetrator is who they say they are (child, youth, new friend, talent scout)

3- Trusting the perpetrator’s promise for gifts/payments

4- Feeling threatened and that there is no way out of a situation

WHY DO YOUTH COMMUNICATE BACK TO
PERPETRATORS?



Kids are naturally tech savvy and curious;

Open communication allows for kids to

question what they encounter online;

Online safety can be paralleled with in-

person safety (“real life safety”);

Kids are naturally very trusting and may need

to be taught what adults view as “common

sense” in terms of online safety;

Kids may be getting information about online

safety from friends and family (good and

bad), school, etc;

As children grow older, they will want to have

their own autonomy on apps etc. so teaching

them the dangers along with the benefits of

the internet equips them to make their own

decisions as their autonomy/responsibility

grows.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

WHY IS IT GOOD TO HAVE
CONVERSATIONS WITH YOUR
YOUTH ABOUT THIS
BEFOREHAND?



Teens are at a stage in life where their bodies are

changing rapdily;

They are not yet fully developed emotionally,

cognitively, or socially, which may lead them to

engage in riskier behaviors;

Teens are not always prepared to handle the

complex situations that can arise online.

Conversations that may initially appear friendly can

quickly become sexual or coercive in nature. 

Teens and youth spend many hours online each day;

The more time spent online, the more opportunities

people have to get into contact with them;

Social media is at their fingertips, making them

accessible and potentially influenced by predators

at almost any time of the day.

Adolescence is the stage of life in which teens are

developing sexually, which can lead them to become

more curious and potentially make them more

vulnerable to sexual abuse or exploitation;

Youth may feel intrigued and flattered by online

conversations and attention, and may continue to

engage in a dialogue with a stranger, believing it to

be harmless communication with a friend.

Self esteem continuously increases as children grow

and develop, but tends to drop with transition into

adolescence;

Low self esteem can lead to increased vulnerability.

It may lead teens to trust strangers online, and look

to people for attention, affirmation, and

acceptance;

Teens with low self esteem feel the need for

increased amounts of positive external experiences,

such as compliments from others, and may look to

social media and online encounters to receive this

validation.

Level of Development 

Amount of Time Spent Online

Hormones / Sexual Curiosity

Self-Esteem Issues

WHY ARE YOUTH BEING
TARGETED FOR THE
PURPOSES OF ONLINE
EXPLOITATION?



Keep accounts private, control who is seeing what you post, and who can interact with

you;

Regularly monitor your child’s accounts. Sit down and go through their feed/posts with

them;

Teach your children not to share personal information over the internet;

Remind your children it is not safe to meet up with people in-person that they meet

online;

Set expectations to not post or send pictures or messages that they would not be

comfortable with parents seeing;

Ask for your kid’s account username and password. Review their accounts and do spot

checks;

Learn about parental controls;

Install a third-party monitoring app. Parental controls such as Bark give you a lot of

visibility into what kids are doing online.

HOW & TIPS
HOW TO PREVENT KIDS FROM BEING TARGETED ONLINE



Ensure you have an understanding of trafficking and exploitation, where it occurs, who the traffickers are,

and indicators of grooming and trafficking.

Have conversations about how to be safe online and in-person. Set guidelines for safe online use. Explain why

guidelines are important and what to be aware of.

By listening non-judgmentally, your child will feel more comfortable coming to you when faced with a difficult

situation or if they are approached by strangers. Establishing trust is key.

Regularly monitoring online accounts and posts can create opportunities to talk with your child about online

safety, and for your child to bring up their concerns. Set clear expectations about online use. Accountability

can help keep your children safe.

As your child develops and creates new friendships online and in-person, it is important to have ongoing

conversations about safety and trafficking.

Educate yourself

Be Direct

Listen Non-Judgmentally

Monitor Accounts

Have Ongoing Conversations

HOW TO TALK TO YOUR KIDS ABOUT HUMAN TRAFFICKING
AND ONLINE EXPLOITATION



Only accept known and trusted friends and family;

Block someone if they make you feel uncomfortable or

have repeated uninvited communication;

Explain that there is no requirement to respond to

messages that are unwanted or make them feel

uncomfortable.

Identity

Explain to your child that posting personal information such

as name, address, phone number, or age could put them at

risk of harm.

Information

Encourage your child to avoid posting any identifiable

information such as pictures of you in front of your home or

places that you frequently visit.

Friend and Message Requests

Some safety tips:

Communication

Discuss how sharing personal issues with the wrong person

could leave someone open to manipulation and

mistreatment. Encourage them to keep from posting

emotional posts or those where you are requesting, hoping,

or wanting specific items or services.

Safe vs Unsafe Communication

Safe online communication: includes social media posts,

texts, or emails to known and trusted people. This included

sending appropriate photos to family and friends and only

sending messages that you are comfortable with others

seeing.Unsafe online communication: includes social media

posts, texts, or emails to unknown and untrusted people.

This includes sharing passwords or personal information

with anyone online, receiving photos that include unwanted

or uninvited content, and someone sending or asking to

receive sexual images or videos.

HOW TO TALK TO
YOUR KIDS ABOUT
ONLINE SAFETY



Curiosity

Approach conversations with curiosity. Teens are

experienced with social media and they can teach you

many of the features of the apps they use. This can help

teens feel more comfortable talking about these apps

and their online experiences. 

Communicate your Love

Communicate with your children that you want what is

best for them. Ensure them that no matter the situation

they find themselves in, that you are there for them. This

can increase their willingness to bring forward their

concerns to you. 

Be Approachable

“Reassure your teen that if they ever feel in over their

head, aren’t sure what to do with a situation they are

facing, or have friends who may need some help, they can

ALWAYS come to you. This isn’t to say there aren’t

consequences for actions, but it is important to remind

your teen that you will always stand by them and will get

through anything together." - Cybertip.ca

Listen Well

Be quick to listen. Give children the time and opportunity

to speak what is on their mind and what they are thinking

without interrupting them. Work together to solve issues

that bother your child, rather than problem-solving for

them. 

Talk about Feelings

Encourage your child to voice their feelings. This can help

create a pattern of bringing their thoughts, feelings, and

concerns to you as they grow older. 

Respect and Dignity

Promote and maintain your child’s dignity. If they

disclose a concern to you, respect that it may not have

been easy for them to do so. Create a trusting

relationship with your child.

TIP: HOW TO ESTABLISH OPEN
COMMUNICATION WITH YOUR
CHILD



Personal: Personal boundaries allow us to create limits and expectations of how we are treated by others. 

Emotional: Healthy emotional boundaries help us to separate our needs, wants, and emotions from other

people in our lives.

Mental: Mental boundaries allow us to form our own thoughts and opinions; helping us to navigate

interactions and conversations with others.

Physical: Physical boundaries affect how we define personal space and our comfort with giving and receiving

physical touch.

“Boundaries are essentially about understanding and respecting our own needs, and being respectful and understanding
of the needs of others” - Stephanie Dowd

Types of Boundaries:

Creating healthy boundaries helps to protect yourself physically, emotionally, and mentally. Boundaries also help

children discern right from wrong. Establishing healthy boundaries can prevent an individual from being exploited

through reducing vulnerabilities. Make it a priority to have conversations with your child about how to set healthy

boundaries. 

Check out resources at https://positivepsychology.com/great-self-care-setting-healthy-boundaries/ for helpful

tips!

TEACHING HEALTHY BOUNDARIES



Choose a safe username that does

not give away personal information;

Be careful how much you share

about yourself when online;

Report, mute, or block players who

make you feel uncomfortable or act

threateningly towards you;

Be mindful of who you are playing

with, consider that people may not

be honest about themselves with

you;

Do not accept gifts or offers that

seem too good to be true;

Consider using parental controls in

the privacy settings. Most systems

allow controls to be set on content

exposure;

Check the age rating of games;

Set time limits for time spent

gaming, this can help create healthy

boundaries;

Have open dialogue with your

children about what they are playing

and who they are playing with;

Be cautious when using chatting

features;

Do not send photos to strangers

online;

Do not meet up with people you

have met online.

Online gaming can be an entertaining

pass-time - but it is also a place where

luring, grooming and exploitation can

happen.

GAMING SAFETY TIPS
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